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Abstract!     " 
to the development of advanced driver assistance systems that
can assist the drivers in complex situations. Developing precise
driver behavior models near intersections can considerably
reduce the number of accidents at road intersections. In this
study, the problem of driver behavior modeling near a road
intersection is investigated using support vector machines
(SVMs) based on the hybrid-state system (HSS) framework. In
the HSS framework, the decisions of the driver are represented
as a discrete-state system and the vehicle dynamics are
represented as a continuous-state system. The proposed
modeling technique utilizes the continuous observations from
the vehicle and est   "     
step using a multi-class SVM approach. Statistical methods are
used to extract features from continuous observations. This
allows for the use of history in estimating the current state. The
developed algorithm is trained and tested successfully using
naturalistic driving data collected from a sensor-equipped
vehicle operated in the streets of Columbus, OH and provided
by the Ohio State University. The proposed framework shows a
promising accuracy of above 97% in estimating the driver's
intention when approaching an intersection.

I. INTRODUCTION
The development of autonomous vehicles leads to a
mixed-traffic environment where human driven, semiautonomous and autonomous vehicles must cooperate to
assure a safe traffic flow. This requires estimation and
9;.-2,=287 8/ =1. -;2?.;<L +.1*?28;< 8/ =1.<. ?.12,5.<
effectively in order to achieve road safety and safe driving.
The techniques designed to estimate the intention of drivers
are also needed in the development of Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems (ADAS) which results in automated
driving [1]. The recent advancements in sensing,
communication and computational technologies allow us to
-.958B =1. =.,172:>.< -.<207.- /8; .<=26*=287 8/ -;2?.;L<
intentions for active safety features such as antilock braking
systems and adaptive cruise control to reduce road accidents
[1].
The goal of this work is developing driver behavior
models to make accurate prediction during pre-crash
scenarios. The development of multi-agent models is based
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on a framework developed in Ohio State University (OSU)
[2][3]. The framework takes dynamic inputs from the
changing environment and other behaviors, and simulates the
perception, attention, cognition, and control behavior of
interest by applying different mathematical or symbolic
methods [3][4].
7 =12< 9*9.; *7 *508;2=16 =1*= .<=26*=.< =1. -;2?.;L<
intention near a road intersection controlled by a traffic signal
is proposed and validated using naturalistic driving data. The
objective is to estimate from a set of observations whether the
driver will stop, turn right, turn left, or go straight safely
according to traffic signal indicator. Drivers behave
differently and the variations in observation must be taken
into account in the classification process. For example, when
*-;2?.;-.,2-.<=8I!>;7./=K*=*77=.;<.,=287=1.=>;75./=
signal blink, the speed reduces and brake light illuminate, and
he/she turns left finally. The driver behavior estimation is
done through observing the continuous vehicle dynamics and
estimating the driver decisions that result in those
observations. Here, the combination of vehicle and driver is
;./.;;.- *< I-;2?.;K *7- =1. =;*3.,=8;B <18@7 +B =1.
,86+27*=2872<;./.;;.-*<I-;2?.;+.1*?28;K( )!1.8?.;*55
work is based on the Hybrid-State System (HSS) framework
[6].
In this study, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used
to estimate the driverL< decisions that are the discrete- state in
the HSS framework, as the vehicle approaches an
intersection. The SVM technique is a relatively new type of
pattern recognition methods for learning separating functions.
The SVM was defined based on statistical learning theory
that is the theory of structural risk minimization (SRM) and
VC bounds, proposed by Vapnik and Chervonenkis [7-9].
The SVM technique has been widely utilized in many
applications including prediction, handwritten recognition,
face detection, text categorization, speech recognition, etc. A
comprehensive survey on the applications of SVM in pattern
recognition is presented in [10]. In the near intersection
problem, the driver has multiple decisions to choose from;
consequently the basic SVM that is a binary classifier should
be extended to make multiclass classification. There are two
basic approaches of One-vs.-One and One-vs.-the-rest for
multi-class classification with SVM [11][12]. In this work,
One-vs-One multi-class classification method is used to
estimate the driverL< decisions near the intersection. Overall,
the SVM is combined with the HSS framework to achieve
driver behavior estimation. The SVM is utilized as a
mathematical technique that relates the discrete-states (driver
decisions) and continuous-states (continuous observations) of
the HSS framework. Through this paper, the term HSS+SVM
refers to this combination. The performance of the proposed
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HSS+SVM method for driver behavior estimations is
compared with HSS + Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
reported in [5]. The accuracy percentage of the SVM model
excels the HMM one in estimating the driverL< decisions near
intersections.
Modelling of driver behaviors including near a road
intersection problem have been studied by many researchers.
In [13], the authors developed graphical models, HMMs and
their extensions for different driver maneuvers with a focus
on the context effect on the -;2?.;L<performance. In addition
to the real-time vehicular observations, the contextual traffic
information is used to predict the maneuvers. In [14], a
framework for a cognitive model of human behavior is
proposed with a HMM method as the driver behavior
recognition for emergency and normal lane changes. The
authors used driver behavior data from a driving simulator to
train the HMM models. In [15], a model for recognition of
driving events using discrete HMMs is presented utilizing
longitudinal and lateral acceleration and speed data from a
real vehicle in a normal driving environment.
In this paper, a driver behavior estimation method is
proposed based on observable parameters using the SVM and
the HMM approaches based on the HSS framework. In
section II, the problem of driver estimation is described with
an example. A brief discussion on HSS, HMM, SVM, and
Statistical Feature Extraction is provided. The flowchart of
the proposed SVM with statistical feature extraction
technique is also explained here. In section III, the data
collection and data analysis results are described. Section IV
discusses the results obtained from the proposed technique.
The results are also compared with a HMM approach.
Finally, the paper is concluded with a summary of the results
and future work.

discrete events a driver reacts and makes corresponding
decisions on the higher level, and based on the decisions the
vehicle follows a continuous trajectory. The HSS system
equation and formulation is developed in [17].
B. Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
The relationship between the CSS and DSS parts of HSS
discussed in the previous section can be mathematically
modeled using HMMs [18], [19] that provides a stochastic
relationship between the vehicle dynamics and driver state.
Here, the DSS driver states are not predefined and the
changes in CSS vehicle dynamics lead to changes in the
driver state as determined by training observation data.
A HMM is a stochastic model that represents a dynamic
process of two related random processes. An underlying
stochastic process that is not observable (hidden states) can
be observed through another set of stochastic processes that
produces the sequence of observed symbols. A HMM
consists of a set of =-2<=27,=I12--.7K<=*=.<8/=he Markov
process ? d nCJ  CK  !  C[ o and a set of M observable
symbols per state@ d nFJ  FK  !  FZ o. The overall HMM
model is defined as follows (withW and W denoting the state
and observation symbol at time E respectively).
The HMM is specified by a set of parametersl: ; Gm:

II. DRIVER BEHAVIOR ESTIMATION FRAMEWORK
In section I, the driver behavior estimation is described
as: from observable continuous vehicle dynamics, estimating
=1. -;2?.;L< -.,isions that result those observations.
Considering Fig. 1 that shows an example intersection
scenario, where an autonomous red car tends to turn left as
shown by the dashed red line when approaches the
intersection. On-board sensors alert the vehicles of another
human-driven vehicle with the right of way as shown in
green. The red car must determine which path the green one
will follow, before turning left. Here, the red car can turn left
if the green car is turning right, otherwise it must stop and let
the green one pass. Hence, the red car needs to determine the
27=.7=2878/=1.0;..7,*;L<-;2?.;/;868+<.;?*=287<8+=*27.-
through the use of on-board sensors such as GPS, lidar, and
radar or vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication [5].
A. Hybrid State System (HSS) Framework
A hierarchical interaction of a discrete-event system and a
continuous-state plant has been modeled as a Hybrid-State
System (HSS) in various applications including autonomous
vehicles [16] and HSS estimation [6]. The behavior of a
vehicle and its driver can be estimated, tracked, and predicted
by representing the interaction of the vehicle and the driver in
an HSS model. Fig. 2 shows the HSS setting that consists of a
higher level discrete-state system (DSS) part and a lower
level continuous-state system (CSS) part. According to

1.

The prior probability distribution G d nG] o where
G] d >lJ d D] m are the probabilities of D] being the
first state in a state sequence.

2.

The transition probability matrix  d n QR o where
QR d lWLJ d D^ #W d D] m are the probabilities to
go from state D] to stateD^ .

3.

The emission (observation) probability matrix
 d nQS o where QS d lW d F_ #W d D] m are the
probabilities to observe F_ if the current state is
W d D] .

The aforementioned emission probability matrix is
defined for the case of discrete HMM. In our problem, the
observation symbols are continuous vehicle dynamics, so the
HMM development is based on probability density functions.
The emission pdfs for a continuous valued observationis
described by a set of probability density functions
(PDFs),] lW m d BlW #W d D] m over the observation space
for the system being in stateD] . In this paper, the most
general emission distribution, that is modeled as a joint
Gaussian distributionIl& $m, called Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) is used, with
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The GMM is of the form
Q lW m d lW #W d D] m d -O
UNJ QU IlW  &QU  $QU m

(2)

where QU stands for the mixture coefficient for the `\
mixture in the `\ state and + e  e . The I stands for the
pdf of a normal distribution with mean & and covariance $
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measured at observation W . Mixture coefficient QU satisfies
the following constraints:
-O
UNJ QU d + + e  e  + e  e 

(3)

model %Q with the highest likelihood probability at a given
time step represents the estimated driver state. Thus, to
determine the drivers state at time 
lm d   Q lJ  K 

 W #%Q m  d + !  

(5)

Fig. 3 shows the general idea of this technique. Equation
(5) is represented in the final compare step. Since the focus of
this paper is in vehicle actions near an intersection,
models%Q : straight, left, right and stop are the possible driver
decisions near an intersection.
C. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
The SVM is a method for learning separating functions in
pattern recognition tasks. It is unlike classical pattern
recognition algorithms that work in an L1 or L2 norm and
minimize the absolute value of an error or of an error square,
the SVM performs SRM that builds a model with a
minimized VC dimension [7-9].
Figure 1. A simple intersection senario. Given the right of way is for the
green car, for the red car to turn left, it must determine if the green car is
going straight or turning right.

In the simplest pattern recognition tasks, the SVM uses a
linear separating hyper-plane to create a classifier with a
maximal margin. In order to do that, the learning problem is
cast as a constrained nonlinear optimization problem. In this
setting, the cost function is quadratic and the constraints are
linear (i.e., one has to solve a quadratic programming
problem). Consider the problem of binary classification, the
training data are given as:
l

J  J m l K  K m !  l T  T m

/

V

  / nb+ c+o (6)

Let us consider a two-dimensional input space, / K ,
for ease of visualization. When data is linearly separable,
many different hyper-planes can perform separation as shown
in Fig. 4. The question here is how to find the best one.
Using the given training examples during the learning
stage, the SVM finds parameters
d pJ K !V qP and
 of a decision function Al   m given as
Al 

 m d 

P

b  d -VQNJ Q Q b 

(7)

V

where   /  and the scalar  is called a bias. (Note the
solid lines in Fig. 4 representAl   m d *).
Figure 2. Hybrid State System Setting

Such that the pdf is normalized to be
Y

0MY Q lm d +  + e  e 

(4)

With the above definitions, an HMM can be completely
specified by the pdf of a normal distributionI, and the five
probability measures% d l (  & $m.
In order to train the HMM models, the continuous
observations are used to infer the discrete-state of the driver
using an iterative procedure called the BaumHWelch method
(Expectation Maximization) [20][21]. It computes the
maximum-likelihood estimates of the HMM model
parameters% d l (  & $m using the forward and
backward algorithms [22]. Once the models,%J  %K   %V 
are trained, the forward algorithm is used to determine the
driver states. For a given sequence of observations,  d
nJ  K   W othe forward algorithm computes the
probabilitiesl#%Q m, d + ,   for each model. The

From analytical geometry, the margin can be derived to
be  d ,g.. . In order to find the optimal separating
hyper-plane having a maximal margin, a learning machine
..K
subject
to
inequality
should
minimize
P
b
j
f
+

d
+
!

.
The
objective
constraintsQ h
R
function to be minimized becomes
..Kg
n
,}

(8)

Figure 3. Estimation of the state that best describes the incoming
observations sequence.
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one-vs-one multi-class SVM classification method is used to
estimate the driver decisions near the intersection.
D. Statistical Feature Extraction and Classification
Since the time series observation is too large to be taken
as a feature vector for classification using the SVM, feature
extraction technique is applied to capture the relevant
information from the time series. Also, it allows predicting
each time step using the previous observations (makes use of
history).
Figure 4. Two out of many separating lines: right, a good one with a large
margin, and left, a less acceptable one with a small margin.

In this case, the two classes are not completely separable,
but a hyper-plane that maximizes the margin while
minimizing a quantity proportional to the misclassification
errors can still be determined. This can be done by
introducing positive slack variables'Q , which represents the
magnitude
of
the
classification
error
in
the
constraintQ h P R b j f + c 'Q   d + !   'Q f *. If an
error occurs, the corresponding 'Q must exceed unity, so -Q 'Q
is an upper bound for the number of misclassification errors.
Hence, the objective function to be minimized becomes
.X.a

n

K

 b  -TQNJ 'Q }

(9)

In this study, statistical features (mean, median, min,
max, variance, sum, range, mode, kurtosis and skewness) of
the time-series maneuver data at a given time  d ) are
extracted for the observations: Velocity, Acceleration and
Yaw-rate. These measures that are used to describe the
dataset show the central tendency (mean, median, and mode),
variability (variance and range) and shape of the probability
distribution (kurtosis and skewness) of the observations. This
enables us to obtain the main features of the observations that
are relevant for classifying the different maneuvers
accurately. At  d ) the time series maneuver data is
represented by the 10 statistical features mentioned for the
three observations. This forms 30 component feature vectors
for a given maneuver at d ) i.e. 10 statistics for the 3
observations.

where C is a parameter chosen by the user and is used to
balance between the margin and the misclassification errors.
A larger value of C means that a higher penalty for
misclassification errors is assigned. The minimization of
equation (9) under the constraint Q h P R b j f + c 'Q   d
+ !   'Q f * results in the Generalized Separating
Hyperplane. This still remains a Quadratic Programming
(QP) problem and standard techniques (Lagrange Multipliers,
Wolfe dual) can be applied [22][10].

The calculated statistical features of the time series
maneuver data at  d ) are presented to the multi-class SVM
classifier. In the classification stage, the dataset (the feature
vectors with their corresponding labels) is divided into 70%
training and 30% testing set. The training set is used to build
the Multi-class SVM classifier and the testing set is used to
calculate the classifier performance. The flowchart of the
algorithm of the SVM based on statistical feature extraction
method is shown in Fig. 5.

In cases when the given classes cannot be linearly
separated in the original input space, the SVM first
nonlinearly transforms the original input space into a higherdimensional feature space. This transformation can be
achieved by using various nonlinear mappings (kernels):
polynomial, sigmoidal, RBF mappings [22]. After this
nonlinear transformation step, the task of an SVM in finding
the linear optimal separating hyper-plane in this feature space
is relatively trivial. This technique is called Kernel Trick. The
resulting hyper-plane in feature space will be optimal in the
sense of being a maximal margin classifier with respect to
training data.

In addition to developing method that gives the best
features, which represent the time series data, formulating an
appropriate SVM kernel function for the problem is still an
open research question. There are predefined kernel functions
including linear, polynomial, and radial basis function (RBF)
kernels [22].

Since the intersection problem is a multi-class
classification problem (Left, Right, Straight, and Stop), the
SVM cannot be applied directly. There are different methods
to apply SVM for multi-class classification. The most
common ones are one-vs.-one and one-vs.-the-rest [22]. The
one-vs.-one trains a classifier for each possible pair of
classes. For M classes, this results in l< c +m<",binary
classifiers. When it tries to classify a test pattern, it evaluates
all the binary classifiers, and classifies according to which of
the classes gets the highest number of votes. The one-vs.-therest gets M-class classifiers, it constructs a set of < binary
classifiers each trained to separate one class from the rest,
and combine them by performing the multi-class
classification according to the maximal output. In this work,

III. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
In this study, the driver behavior information data set
collected by the Ohio State University researchers [5] is used
to train the mathematical models discussed in section II.
Several participants were recruited to drive a sensor fitted
vehicle around the streets of Columbus, OH. This work
focuses on estimating the states that represent the high-level
behavior of the driver from the observable parameters. It is
assumed that we are able to collect the low-level continuous
observations such as velocity, yaw-rate, and acceleration,
given the correct combination of sensors.
The data is collected from a 2012 Honda Accord
equipped with the following sensors [5]: NovAtel GPS unit-:
it provides GPS latitude, GPS longitude, timestamp of
reading and others; Honda Accord controller area network
(CAN) bus- it provides timestamp of reading, yaw rate, lateral
acceleration, speed, steering wheel angle, odometer,
headlights, brake lights, turn signals and others. Three HD
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cameras- they provide views of the front, left side, and right
side of the vehicle.
The participants drive the vehicle through selected paths
that represent a typical road situations encountered in daily
driving tasks. The scenarios of interest are intersection
(Straight, Left turn, Right turn and stop) and highway driving
(merging and entering/exiting ramps).

MATLAB is used to implement the multi-class SVM with
the default termination criterion. Here, the time series data for
18 Straight, 6 Left Turn, 5 Right Turn and 21 Stop
maneuvers converted to 1964 Straight, 655 Left Turn, 545
Right Turn and 2279 Stop feature vectors at a given time t
The conversion is done at time step of 0.1 seconds for an 11
seconds maneuver that is 6 seconds before and 5 seconds
after entering the intersection. This makes the total number of
feature vectors in the data set to be 5443 with corresponding
labels that is divided into 70% training and 30% testing set.
TABLE I.
CONFUSION
TESTING SET AT T
Actual
Maneuvers

at t
Straight
Left Turn
Right Turn
Stop

MATRIX FOR MULTI-CLASS SVM USING 30%
Predicted Maneuvers at t

Straight

Left
Turn

Right
Turn

Stop

646
4
9
6

1
208
0
1

0
3
172
4

7
3
0
748

Accuracy = 97.90%

Figure 5. Flowchart of the Multi-class SVM based on Statistical Feature
Extraction clasifier

The ground truth representing each scenario was
determined from the collected data by manually marking the
videos. For instance, in the video when a vehicle approaching
an intersection and turn right, the time span was marked as
I201=!>;7K*7-=1.,8;;.<987-270=26.<.;2.<8+<.;?*=287<
of velocity, yaw-rate and acceleration were extracted within
this time span. These observations accurately described an
intersection driving behavior as shown in [5][23]. The timeseries observations were used to train the HMMs and also the
SVM based on statistical feature extraction. The two models
are tested and compared on the accuracy of estimating the
states at each time step.

The proposed method is compared with its HMM
counterpart as shown in the following confusion matrix using
the 30% testing set. The HMM is trained with M=3 GMMs
for the velocity, yaw-rate, and acceleration observations and
N=4 possible hidden states using the modified version of
[24]. Table II show the confusion matrix based on the HMM
model. The accuracy of the SVM model in estimating the
states at each time step as shown in Table I is far better than
the HMM one. Even though the HMM represents the
stochastic process that produces the observations with the
intuition of Markov chains, the proposed technique uses the
statistical features to represent the sequence of observations
and utilizes the classification power of SVM to achieve the
indicated accuracies.
TABLE II.

Actual
Maneuvers
at t
Straight
Left Turn
Right Turn
Stop

IV. RESULTS
In this work, the SVM is applied to model the intersection
driving scenario as a multi-class classification problem and
compared with the HMM based model. Statistical features
are extracted from the time series observations at time =M
This enables us to use the historical information before the
time t as an input for classifying the vehicle maneuver. As
a result the vehicle trajectory before the given time t is well
represented in the feature vectors. The performance of the
models is evaluated using Confusion Matrix where each
column represents the number of instances in a predicted
class and each row represents the number of instances in an
actual class.
The confusion matrix on Table-I shows the performance
of the SVM with One-vs.-one multi-class classification
method with the RBF kernel and statistical features for 70%
training and 30% testing set at t. The Statistics Toolbox of

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR HMM USING 30% TESTING
SET AT T
Predicted Maneuvers at t
Straight

Left
Turn

Right
Turn

Stop

361
4
16
95

46
174
1
103

111
38
142
114

136
2
22
447

Accuracy = 62.03%

Fig. 6 shows the estimated states for four individual
example maneuvers of straight, left turn, right turn and stop
observation sequences at an intersection using the HMM and
the SVM based methods discussed above. This figure
describes the estimators output at a given time t for HMM
and Multi-Class SVM. For instance, Fig. 6 (a) shows the
<=*=..<=26*=2878/*7.A*695.I<=;*201=6*7.>?.;<.:>.7,.K
with ground truth corresponding to a vehicle going straight
through an intersection using the developed models, the
HMM and the SVM based. At every time step, in the HMM
method, equation (5) is evaluated and the HMM that best
describes the sequence until that point is the estimated state
at a given time t. The same way, at every time step, the
state estimation for the sequence at tusing the SVM based
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method is shown in Fig. 6. This was similarly repeated for
sample maneuvers observation sequences with ground truth
corresponding to a vehicle turning left, right and stopping at
an intersection. The figures show that overall the SVM based
method outperforms the HMM one.

discussions.
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